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INVESTIGATION OF COSMIC RAY VARIATIONS AS A METHOD
')V STUDYING INTERPLANETARY SPACI'
State and Difficulty of the Problem
I
	
	 The Investigation of the cosmic ray variations, especially those
of a long-range nature, permiis us to acquire valuable information
concerning the pr)perties of the solar wind, of the frozen magnetic
fields in it, and concerning the spectrum of the heterogeneities,
dimensions and geometry of the solar wind. We should emphasize that
the grouping of the given oh ervations concerning the vari'atiolls in
cosmic rays of varying energy and type contains information al8o per-
taining to the remote sectors of interplanetary space, all the way to
1.00-200 astronomical units,: inaccessible in the immediate Future for
direct measurements with the aid of space rockets (encompassing at
the present time only a relatively small space between the orbits
of Venus and Mars). It is understandable that the information re-
ceived, especially pertaining to the remote sectors of the solar wind,
4	 is not yet suf ficiently pr ecu.je and definite. This is obvious even
from the fact that in the solution of one of the most important prob-
lems concerning the scales of he solar wind, there is an appreciable
discrepancy among many authors: the estimations of the radius of
space r., occupied Ly the solar wind, are distinguished by more than
one order of magnitude. Thus, according to the studies [1, 21, in
which the authors took Into account the delay (lag) in they processes
in outer space relative to the occurrence on the Sun, in the maximum
of solar activity r
	
100 astronomical. units (a.u). At the same
t	 °
time, according to the reports [3, 41, in which the fr o -value was es-
timated according to the relaxation `J:me in the intensity of cosmic
rays after the jump-like variations in the solar activity, the ro^value
scarcely exceeds 10 a.u. Recent measurements of the radial gradient
in the minimum of solar activity (made by O'Galagher C51) lead to the
conclusion that r o -ef 5'a.u. Simpson and Wang [51 (als o computing on
the basis of measuring the radial gradient, that r o	5 a.u.) suggest
that the conclusion concerning the high r o -value obtained in [11 and
in other reports is simply caused by the fact that the variations in
a l
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Intensity of cosmic rays wero compaved with
ber of sunspots fog:' the olitire dick, arid not
bolt. According to [61, in a comparitoon of
rays with the intonsll 
* 
ty of the gvoeri coronal
= 5303 R In the range of halloaltitudoo, +30"
detected, It would seem that It would
valdo or ra should be quite low.
tl
the varlatiollu in the liullt-in 
a narrow equatovial
the intensity of c ormic
line with wavclunCth I =
in general no da:tay Irj
Lollow from thlo that the
However, 
as 
will be evident froin the further discussion, this
question Is not so olmplo, and for the extraction or correct Infor-
im-ation concern±n6 th y: procesr)eo, in Interplanetary space, we require
a careful analyulo of the entire rang; of the ,
 exporimcntal data 'Ind
of all possible hypothe6os.
The scope of the experiment on the cosmic rays Includes ,  1)
data concerning the propagation of solar cosmic rays ., 2) data, con-
cernino the radial and transverse Vradicnto of the cosmic rays,
3) the meteoritic data concerning the 11-year variations in cosmic
rays at great distances from the Sun, 4) data concerning the lar,
in all possible types of variations In various ranges of energy of
the cosmic rays relative to the vrPiations in various paramc-ters,
characterizing the solar activity , over the entire disk or over the
specific latitudinal belts, and 5) data concerning the modulation
of the, nuclear composition and energy spectrum of the primary cosmic
rayu,
Information Concerning A based on Data Concerning the
Propagation of Solar Cosmic Rays
We distinguish two stages in the increase in the flux of solar
cosmic rays from a chromospheric layer: 1) the anisotropic stage,
characterizing mainly the propagation in space between the Sun and
Barth, and 2) the isotropic stage, typifying the propagation beyond
the limits of the Earth orbit. A study of the anisotropic stage on
the basis of the Yokke p-Planck kinetic equation, conducted by Shishov
173 81 indicates that in the range to the orbit of the Earth, the
free transport path A for the scattering of particles with a hard-
ness of several Bev--is around 1 a.u. On the other hand, numerous
analyses of the Isotropic stage conducted on the basis of a dJ.ffu.-
sion-type consideration, yields for the area beyond the Earth's
orbit a value which is less by almo s t an ordor (for examples for the
flare on 28 September 1961, for the particles with R ^ 1 Bev A	 1012
CM [93
information Concerning	 Ensuing from the Measurements
of the Radial Gradient
According to [11, 121, for a fairly extensive number, of spherli-
cally symmetrical models of the modulation of cosmic rays b •, the
solar wind, the relative depth of modulation
0where n 
z 
(n^ r 3 0 .. clonsity or dosmlo vaYE-; with the hardiness H and
the cllarrc Ze at the distance r fratti the Sun at the timo moment t-,
n
o
v, (R) - the r,:Imo boyand the limits or the modulation range, UO 3 t^
= voloolty of solar wind',
(2)
io the velocity of particicr, 3 	04(11,	 V,	 t) the free transport path
for the	 f1catterille;	 (die per oion)	 and r
o	
= the radius of the moduli tion
range,	 in	 (1) 3 the coef'f'lciont	 is dotermIned by the details of
the itiodulat'lon mechanism.	 111rom (1),	 it follows that In conforitiity
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In this manner, the measurements of the radial gradient- permit
uo to determine, with an accuracy to the factor at the value -A (R,
r) t) for each distanec, r from the Sun at any time time moment t
depending an the har^lnrzs of particles R. The values (found from
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it is evident from the table: 1) fox , all !litegval flow (flux))
corresponding- to the effective havdnu, s,^ --,.-, 6 tv (ruccovdillf,,I t C" C. 1 7 D
all estimations for	 ^"all In t1le 11m.1to of 4 - 10 11- to I U-1, PC III ,
Which agveou With the estimation obtained from ranalyzitir, the loo-
tropic stage, 2) for tl--ie low-onei l L,;y proton ',31 (1.-1 " 11c^ Plev) ^ the 1UBtive-
Monts L17j 181 ai.orao, wolf with each Other 'arid. with the;
of the a-partici,es ) yieldinti,4 for A X10 1" cm. (thlo Andluato", th , t
the protons studied In [181 are Mont lAkely of ["'alactle
3) in the rangpo R -*' I 13V all the Way to 14	 10 'e'! 13v ) A 10 PI'actically^40
indopondenl- of the hardnv.^s j and tho abVUpt incl-ottioe in the
gradient with a docreave in 11 In csttlbli ,ohed chlofly owinj!, to tho
correopondin6 docroaov in ,61 ; 11) 111 the	 R ^l 13v, A Anevetunek,l)
almost- proportionally to 11 j which ayjro, (^s With tho, data Pov the 11-
year variations; and Vii) in the aroa beyond the l eavth l o ovbIt ) these
is a tendency toward a decrease it) 11 with distance froth 	 Sun.
Estimations of the Transverse Gradient in the Intenolty
of Cosmic flays it] Outer Space
The measurements 
of 
the tvansveroo [,rudicnt permit us to obtain
Information concerning the dependence of tlie flow of magnetic hatero-
gonoitico upon the polar angle with the axin of the Sun's rotation.
Unfortunately, direct measurements on spaces rocketo have not y(,,t
boon conducted; 11owever, vie can acqulre certain Information con-
cerning the distribution Ili the intensity of coortile rayo with the
help of the ground-based detectors, true, only in a relatively nar-
row ranee near the plane of the holioequator, Such studies performed
in report [191 indicate that, o.6., Ili 1960 with distance from the
Mane of the helio-e rjuator, the intensity in cosmic rays initially
decreases somewhat, try about 0.8% (for the neutron component), all
the way to + 1 1 0 of hello-latitudo, and then Increases by	 near
+7 1 of holi-o-latitude. In other yearn, [201, the variations in the
',Intensity of cosmic rays is more complex in nature, reflecting, to
some extent the distribution of the active regions on the Sun, but
the transverse gradient does not exceed 10% per a,u. [See Note 1,
Footnote AppendixJ4 This can serve as an argument in favor of the
assumption expressed in L2J to the effect that an index of an integral
nature comprises a solar index regulating the relatively slow varia-
tions In the intensity of cosmic rays.
Meteoritic Data Concerning the Distribution of Cosmic Rays
in Interplanetary Space
Important information concerninC tbP 11-year variation in cosmic
rays at a distance of 3-5 a.u. from the Sun can be derived on the
basis of meteoritic data. According to Fireman [211, in the period
Prom 1959-1966, the amplitude in variation was i6 20-30% (in relation
to 2 Ve content of the Na22 isoto e with a half-life of 2,7 years to
Al	 with a halfa­ life, of 7.5 15- years). Since the indicated iso-
topes are formed chiefly by cosmic rays With an energy of several
Bev, for the detection of the 11-year variation of these particles,
it is necessary to raise the measurement accuracy by several times,
r- _,WM
Infor mat ion Concevilinr	 R	 I , L'i ed on, the 001 ., r Wind fr0111 DUto lic
the llyotore-01 ,0- Phenomona In the Coomic Rays
It Is rioceooavy to consider -th(lit the Variatioiw in the flow
of maGrietic. heterarenoltie c-, are trturayriitt-ed with the velocity of
rithe	 wind. Thio wa). done in [1]. Ar, an intcsgrral index of
solar activity, f-io selected the Wolf number, W. In [1], it is
doinontitrated that the diniensloni^ of the solar wind ^,, 100 a,u,,
tland a doterinillaon wao mado of the; 	 modulation in the
rote  ity at the minimum of solar activity fox , particles of var-
inuo cnurf^y. It-wary 	 In L23 that the effective dimens^ ions
of they 	range decrease with a rloo,in the energy of the
pv1ujai,- ,y hart icleo, . In L 2 j j however, there; 	 clarified the poo-
sible cau ,, c for thin, phenome non: with a decreaoe , In the MOM
stvcng,th in the betorogenic 	 s-tie with distance from the Sun, the
maximal scale of the latter doo rl") not increa-oc appreciably, so that
at very greet di.,4,tanceo ) the high-energy particles do not experience
an effective ocattering. In addition, in [21, it was indicated that
between the boundary of the oolar wind and the galactic ma6nctic field,
there should exiot a certain transitional layer with a significantly
agitated magnetic field, owing to which the variation,,,,  in the ant en ...
 
of the low-energy particlou become greatly protracted, The in-
tensification of the indicated transitional (buffer) layer occurs
mainly during the period of high solar activity [221.
Concerning, the Apparent Contradiction Between the
Results of Various Researchers Relative to the Dimensions of the
Solar Wind
There cont-radictionsy appear primaril y relative to the resultsLY
13, 111, ^_ 'btaincd on the basis of analyziny, the rapid-periodic var-iationo. The ftot is that, as was demonstrated in Ell] ,  with a
reduction in the period of -variations and the period oi' averaging
the observational data, the effective dimensions of the modulation
range are decreased appreciably. As an example, let us note that
the utilization, for the analysis, of the mean diurnal values yields
a lag of several days in all ., which corresponds to the dimensions of
the radius of the terrestrial orbito
As concerns the utilization (as an index regulating the behavior
of cosmic rays in interplanetary space) of tide Intensities of the
green coronal line with the wavelength 5303 A [6 3 231, firstly , in
the use of this index for the entire disk, the hysteresis will re-
main the same as for W (refer to Fig, 4,. in [231); secondly ., contrary
to the finding in [6], the hysteresis (moreover, th same as for W)
vi.111 remain, even if we utilize the index,	 5303	 for the nar:tow
near-oquatorial bolt of the helio-latitudes +30 0 , but in an t-11,1veraging
of the data not for a month " .(as in [63) ., but for , O,,5 year or 1 year(in conformity with the Deridd of averaging the data for c6smio rays[241).
-5-
rIn order to finioli with the que r
 Lion undox , discusoion conoernilqv;
the offorts to select the index of solar activity for which the delcay
in the variations of	 rays would have dloappcaved 3 let us noto
that these offortkA, have boon abandoned because . this delay (latr ) accord-
ing to [2], is significantly different for the 1),articloo of varyinc,
energy,
It- follows from what has boon said that tho hysteresis-typo
phenoineria which are tatting place are not "apparent". but they are
real and reflect the Pact that the dirfion ,..-7 ions of the solar wind are
great, larger by an order 
of 
even more than t ( lie dliaerisions,
 of our
planotary system.
Information Concern.]'.ng the Solar Wind. Resulting from the
Data Concerning the Modulation of Energy Spectrum and Nuclear Compo-
sition of the Primary Cosmic Rays in the Lovi Energy Mango
Accordinr, to [12j, into the expressions for the modulation of
the energy spectrum in the low energy range, there enters only the
ratio r e / .4, where r.
, 
= the dimension of the modulation area,
?" e A K f^,e 0-
the '--' tran5portA path for 5cattering. It should be commented that
this ratio, required for the explanation of the modulation of the pro-
tons and a -particles, and also the modulation of the other particles
in the low energy range at various periods of solar activity prove toi
be n good agreement with the estimation 
of 
ro and A with the aid of
an independent det ermination of these parameters with consideration of
the hysteresis phenomenon in the neutron component of cosmic -:,ays [12,
251. However, the Investigation of the modulation of the spoctrum
and of the nuclear component does not permit us to determine ro andA independentlyi This could have been done for the particles of
even quite low energy, if we conduct continuous measurements ofthe
spectrum and the composition during an almost complete cycle 
of 
solar
activity in order that we would be able to study the delay phenomenon.
<.
Concerning the Magnetic Structure of the Solar Wind
The overall (general) pattern of the magnetic structure of the
solar wind ., emerging from the discussed collection of data on the
solar and galactic cosmic rays appears as follows to us. Near the
Sun, (up to 1 a#uo), the magnetic field is basically regular and has
a spiral structure of force lines owing to the rotation 
of 
the Sun.
This field is Prow into the plasma of the solar wind and is trans-
ported radially (the statement sometimes Pound' in literature concern-
ing the co-rotation of the interplanetary magnetic field with the Sun
is incorrect). In this area, the large-.z,cale heterogeneities of the
field repeat the structure of the photosthere, the instabilities of
the plasma have not yet developed, and therefore the free transport
Path for scattering is long, Beyond the orbit of the Earth, there
dovoloped the in Jtab il.itioe-r of the: pla ,"-ma, thre regular Otruct, u.4 r o, i^
disrupted, Arid tho tra p port mean free path for tY^e :rcatte r inr, of the
cosmic particles, is sho r tened abruptly (by al.rriot;t an ord(rrr of rrTa^ rii.
tude), while, the radial Frad.le rit of the d onsity of the co;^'i`.c; ray"o
increaseJ  propor rtionatc:ly . With an even g reatcr distance from the,
Sun, a significant increase occur,, :in the; tran -porrt path for the;
scatterinf, ow:l.ng to the radial diver rCe nce, of the magnet ic h ots ro en-
ci.ties. In the range, from several a.u. to hundreds of tau.., trio,
trap:-port mean free pater for the high energy part .cles' scattering
(forming the, hard and the neutron component,.; of cosmic rayo) depend
weakly on distance from the Sun, moreover tl^ r maximal scale of he,t
erog,orleities, being, established by the y secto^,i,al structure, in this
region lies in the limits, of 1-2 a . u. The goometry of the solar , wind
differs sli glit ly from a spherically Oryrmnetr-iilca,l. structure. ThC,
propal;ation of the solar wind is confined not only by the galactic
magnetic field but aluo by the y prEw^3ure of the low-encr rgy galactic
cosmic rays . Beyond the region occupied by the ;polar wind, where
the plasma ' s  ra.d.ial movomant i.0 determinative, there is apparently
a transient turbulent :layer in which the magneti c field is irtonsi.--
fied and the transport mean free path is again oignificantly cur-
tailed for the scatterine, of the low energy particle;.
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CiJ At the same time, for the rapid variations being determined by days, the
connection with the distribution of the active regions on the Sun is fairly
good, In this manner, a tendency exists toward the deterioration i.n the
relationships in the variations in cosmic rays' intensity with the distri-
bution of the active regions on the Sun during the transition to the
longer periods of variation.
